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Abstract—Interactive installations for public spaces are a particular kind of interactive systems, the design of which has been the subject of several research studies. Sensor-based applications are becoming increasingly popular, but the human-computer interaction community is still far from reaching sound, effective large-scale interactive installations for public spaces. The 6DSpaces project is described in this paper as a research approach based on studying the role of multisensory interactivity and how it can be effectively used to approach people to digital, scientific contents. The design of an entire scientific exhibition is described and the result was evaluated in the real world context of a Science Centre. Conclusions bring insight into how the human-computer interaction should be designed in order to maximize the overall experience.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of sensor-based interactive installations, in particular installations involving infrared motion sensors as well as cameras coupled with real time video processing algorithms, have been receiving considerable interest both from industry and academia [1, 2, 3, 5]. During the design and evaluation of interactive exhibitions, much can be learned about interaction design for public settings like these.

We describe the 6DSpaces project, as a research approach based on studying the role of multisensory interactivity and how it can be effectively used to approach people to digital, scientific contents.

Several experiences have been conducted to study how visitors experience novel interaction styles within museums and science centers. Explore@Bristol, for instance, was an interactive science museum, which was studied to analyze six of its exhibits according to three dimensions: Drama-Sensation, Challenge-Self Expression and Social [5]. The exhibition titled a “Walk in the Wired Woods” illustrates how to design an engaging experience through context-sensitive media and interaction. The visitors were invited to take a walk in which they were automatically presented with audio content appropriate to their physical location [6]. Other interesting studies have been performed, regarding novel interaction styles and schemes, applied both to leisure and educational activities.
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Such examples include “The Fire and the Mountain” exhibition, held in 2006 at the Civic Museum of Como, Italy [4] and the “Listen Reader” from Xerox PARC, an innovative and engaging reading experience installed in three different museums over a six-month exhibition period [3].

Some researchers have devoted effort into studying interactive installations using mixed-reality [8], in the context of art museums. Expressing the formal aspects of the original artworks, the interactive installations allowed visitors to explore specific conceptual themes through their interactions. Sometimes, researchers also exploit an augmentative approach, adding interactive elements to the displays and artworks of the exhibition [9]. Taking great care to ensure that the installations meld seamlessly into the setting is considered very important, so that visitors don’t face the interactive installations as a kind of “computer section” of the museum or exhibition.

Experiments on augmenting art museums with interactive technology have also been documented. For instance, Terrenghi and Zimmermann [11] introduce the notion of 3D sound in headphones for an art museum, providing the user with a contextual and spatial audio guide. This technology is an advanced version of more traditional audio guides. However, the approach still provides only an individual and detached experience, since no conversation is possible while listening to the audio. This communication approach does not disturb the experience of purely visual artworks, however it would be difficult to combine with artworks that contain sound by itself.

The use of abstraction and motion in the design of social interfaces – for which the interactive cultural exhibitions are a special case – has also been explored [10]. Particularly useful for our research was the concept of perceptual causality, which suggests that simple displays in motion can evoke high-level social and emotional content.

With the advent of novel technologies, particularly multimedia projections and sensor-based installations, the public spaces directions and the exhibition’s cultural and artistic directions are starting to embrace new digital media as effective ways of approaching people to cultural heritage, as opposed to considering those media as a menace to traditional means of cultural dissemination. Our experience suggests that artists have the potential to provide novel, creative uses to technology, and the opposite as well: interaction designers and technologists have the potential to provide artists with techniques which effectively enhance their portfolio.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the next section describes related work with a particular emphasis on research approaches to add interactivity to cultural heritage...
exhibitions and museums. Next, we briefly describe some of the interactive installations designed, as well as the interaction styles and features employed in our exhibition. We move on to describe the evaluation approach and results. Section “Conclusions and Future Work” outlines new avenues of research for this field.

II. INTERACTION DESIGN

The Porto Moniz Science Center acted as the demonstrator for the research project’s results. The

Previous exhibitions at our local Science Center were unsuccessful, mainly because they were not adequate to the target visitors.

Since the Center’s common visitors are tourists of 50-70 years old (Madeira Islands’ typical tourist) as well as children from local schools, we sketched out a user profile map [2] composed of these two. The design goals became clear: the interactive installations had to entertain and instruct visitors, and more importantly, they had to be adequate and appealing to both young and old generations - a difficult challenge to tackle.

The scientific endeavor begins in the underwater of the Madeira Island. Both children and adults can walk along an immersive tunnel where our research hypothesis stood out: a multisensory experience will dramatically improve visitors' levels of satisfaction and bring a more enjoyable, memorable experience. Figure 1 illustrates the 3D rendering of this installation, and was part of our iterative design process, since it enabled a closer, simpler discussion with all project stakeholders (these included the science center staff, biologists, programmers, sound designers and science center managers). Therefore, we targeted at activating all senses: 3D vision, an appropriate audio track, fog and haptic stimulation (using adequate equipment) and obviously the scent projectors. The interaction design basic idea was to put visitors getting to know what happens in those underwater “forests”.

Fig. 1 The 3D Preview for the Underwater Forest, used to Iteratively Design with Stakeholders.

Fig. 2 The 3D Preview for the Levada Rangers installation, used to Iteratively Design with Stakeholders.

Fig. 3 The interaction with the final installation.

The 6 DSpaces’ research approach is also evident in the following installation, titled the “Levada” rangers. “Levadas” is the term for water canals built by man hundreds of years ago, which cross the whole forest and currently used for sightseeing and touristic purposes only. Again, the installation’s goal was to immerse the visitor in one of those canals and surprises happen in this completely 6D experience: the visitor can watch and interact with 3D forest birds, feel the water falling in the inside of tunnels (throughout the walk) and smell the typical aromas from the forest. This includes fennel, laurel tree, and many other species.

There are many other installations that we didn’t describe for brevity reasons and we focus the remaining of the paper on the evaluation of these two, so as to obtain a better insight regarding the impact of the multisensory installations on the visitors’ overall impression of the experience.

III. EVALUATION

In this section we will briefly present the results from our observations in terms of the quality of the experience provided by the installations. Although there are literally hundreds of different methods to evaluate this type of interaction, we noted that the mere observation and direct inquiry to users were sufficient to gain valuable insight. The goal was to assess the perceived satisfaction level of the experience, qualitatively.
In the 6DSpaces research project, our team built several pilot installations in order to evaluate and compare the users’ reactions to several human-computer interaction solutions. In experiment (a), users were confronted with two different installations that had the same essential goal: listen to the birds of the forest, feeling immersed and learning about the species.

In installation number one, users had a multimedia projection where simply pointing left or right controlled a 360º forest view towards one side or another, making the birds appear. In installation number two, the same users were invited to a closed dark room, without any visual references and started to listen to the sounds of the birds and forest through a synthesized 3d sound surround system. Note that we employed a between subjects experiment design, but took care of randomizing the order of presentation ($N=34$).

Although users enjoyed the interaction style in installation number one, several of them commented that it was difficult to use at first glance and to gain the initiative to try and interact with the whole installation.

The vast majority (82%) responded that they preferred the second installation, stating that they felt like “teletransported” to the forest and that without seeing anything, they could actually imagine easily the birds and the forest by themselves. They were surprised by the simplicity of the system and stated in general that everyone, regardless their age, sensibility or literacy, would enjoy it (except the ones who feared the dark).

In another experience, users where faced with two similar installations. Number one consisted on a large videoprojection that was controlled by the users movements, i.e., if they walked right or left, a sea creature would follow them. The second installation was again perceived as being much more immersive. Users would enter a tunnel with videoprojections on both sides, as well as top and bottom, thus recreating an underwater subworld. To enhance the experience, once again surround sound was used, coupled with two scents projectors which were placed to recreate a sea breeze smell. Interaction on this installation was minimal. The animations of creatures swimming were played once a user was detected.

Once again, most users (73%) preferred the second experience, commenting that the immersive ambient was much more interesting and real and it that really marked their memory. Although direct interaction was nonexistent, they stated that simply being in a 360º simulated ambient was enough per itself to enjoy themselves. The scents projectors enhancement largely contributed for the popularity of this experience.

Regarding the first experience, users found it funny and easy to use and understand the interaction itself but weren't overall impressed.

Taking into account this feedback, our team then combined these two installations in one unique interactive 360º tunnel, featuring surround sound, multimedia projections, scents projectors and interactivity based on user's movement (left or right, the creature would follow the user using a Kinect camera for this job). To make the experience valid, a brand new group of 50 testers was defined. At the end, 95% was very impressed with the installation itself and the positive remarks were distributed the following way:

- 95% highlighted the 365º videoprojections - "it really puts you underwater!":
- 92% thought that the scent projectors really enhanced the overall experience;
- 62% highlighted the kinect-based interaction (40% considered "interesting" and 8% didn't detected at all).

From the previous tests, we concluded that human-computer interaction techniques in public spaces’ exhibits needs to be carefully devised in order to make it work easily, without much effort from users and embedded in true sensorial immersive spaces, that will surely make visitors come back. In the next section we will sum up the details of our conclusions.

IV. CONCLUSION

The recent years of human-computer interaction research have been shaped by exciting advances in multi-touch technology, and gesture-based control of digital contents, either by direct manipulation or using infrared cameras or sensor systems – as proven by, e.g. the recent popularity of the Kinect box. Although these advances are regarded as being useful and conveying a high-tech “cool” component, the truth is that they are not completely easy to understand, grasp and manipulate by all users. This depends greatly on the target audience, including factors such as age, mood, technology literacy level, and others. Sometimes this causes the entire experience to become frustrating, as technology is used per se and not as an effective means of bringing a memorable interactive experience that public spaces should provide.

If these technological advances are ideas for enhancing electronic devices – such as the iPhone – where they solve actual usage and task problems for their users, the scenario regarding large-scale interactive multimedia installations shows too often the opposite result.

During the development and the analysis of this exhibition, we have learned a lot about interaction design for museums and science centers. Important conclusions about engaging and learning and how they should be coupled are being reached. Motivation is an issue that is hard to measure in non-controlled environments, and almost impossible to quantify accurately. However, it is easily observable. We are currently gathering statistical data in order to better support our observational conclusions and to find even more information about the learning and enjoying experience of the visitors (by age, gender and other significant parameters).

Our experience with the 6DSpaces project demonstrates that what clearly matters is delivering a memorable experience when visiting public spaces such as science centers and museums. That cannot be accomplished by using intrusive technology or anything requiring inputs from the user. On the contrary, our observation and evaluation suggests that the
simpler and straightforward the interaction is, the better is the experience. However, this conclusion is only valid if the entire experience is sufficiently immersive and stimulating to all senses. That was the main rationale for this project, where we installed a new interactive experience at the local Porto Moniz Science Center, which has acted as the case study for our research project.

The evaluation demonstrated that the mere placing of scent projectors in the spaces that are also visually and audio recreated can improve a positive visitors’ reaction. In fact, if the visitor is “transported” to a 360-degree recreation of a certain space or environment (the Madeira Island sea scape and the Laurissilva forest, in our case study), applying the technology but putting no effort on the visitor side, then the global experience is improved and human-computer interaction achieves its ideal “fusion point” between the different senses. The “computer part” is not perceived as something industrial or mechanic but instead as something that appears completely natural from the visitor’s perspective, since there is no direct contact with it – contrarily to what happens using large multi-touch displays or gesture-based interactive installations.
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